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Wanderings 2021-05-04
a fascinating history of the jews told by a master novelist here is chaim potok s fascinating moving four
thousand year history recreating great historical events exporing jewish life in its infinite variety and in
many eras and places here is a unique work by a singular jewish voice

Conversations with Chaim Potok 2001
writing at its best is an exalted state an unlocking of the unconscious and imagination and a contact
with sanctity one of america s most popular jewish writers chaim potok b 1929 is the author of such
novels as the chosen 1967 the promise 1969 the book of lights 1981 and davita s harp 1985 each of his
novels explores the tension between tradition and modernity and the clash between jewish culture and
contemporary western civilization which he calls core to core culture confrontation although primarily
known as a novelist potok is an ordained conservative rabbi and a world class judaic scholar who has
also published children s books theological discourses biographies and histories conversations with
chaim potok presents interviews ranging from 1976 to 1999 potok discusses the broad range of his
writing and the deep influence of non jewish novels in particular evelyn waugh s brideshead revisited
and james joyce s portrait of the artist as a young man on his work interviews bear witness to potok s
many other influences orthodox jewish doctrine freudian psychoanalytical theory picasso s guernica and
jewish kabbalah mysticism though labeled an american jewish writer potok argues that flannery o
connor should then be called an american catholic writer and john updike an american protestant writer
in his mind editor daniel walden writes just as faulkner was a writer focused on a particular place
oxford mississippi so potok s territory was a small section of new york city potok often explores conflict
in his writings and in his interviews strict jewish teachings deem fiction an artifice and therefore
unnecessary yet since the age of sixteen potok has been driven to write novels at the root of all of these
conversations is potok s intense interest in the turmoil between jewish culture religion and tradition and
what he calls western secular humanism as he discusses his work he continually includes broader issues
such as the state of jewish literature and art pointing out with pride and enthusiasm his belief that
jewish culture in the twentieth century has finally begun to have a significant role in producing and
shaping the world s art and literature whether discussing the finer details of talmudic textual analysis
or his period of chaplaincy during the korean war potok is articulate and philosophical bringing deep
consideration into what may seem small subjects although his novels and histories take place primarily
in the recent past the chaim potok that emerges from this collection is a writer deeply rooted in the
tensions of the present daniel walden is professor emeritus of american studies english and comparative
literature at penn state university he has written or edited several books including on being jewish 1974
twentieth century american jewish writers 1984 the world of chaim potok 1985 and american jewish
poets the roots and the stems 1990

Chaim Potok's The Chosen 2005
an overview of the work features a biographical sketch of the author a list of characters a summary of
the plot and critical and analytical views of the work

Zebra and Other Stories 2000
from the celebrated author of the chosen comes a masterly collection of stories about the lives of young
adults zebra and other stories charts moments of grief crisis and change for its teenage protagonists
through these events some sudden some lingering in memory come growth and understanding as the
layers of the adult world are peeled back rich in drama told with wisdom and a sharp understanding of
the clarity with which young people see the world in front of them here are six memorable stories from
a beloved storyteller

The Collected Plays of Chaim Potok 2018-10-23
while chaim potok is most famous for his novels particularly his first book the chosen 1967 which was
listed on the new york times bestseller list for 39 weeks and sold more than 3 400 000 copies he also
wrote plays which are collected and published here for the first time rena potok edited the collection
and wrote the introduction this book features all five of potok s plays production notes on each of the
plays prefaces by the directors and the transcript of a post performance discussion on out of the depths
featuring chaim potok and prof david roskies which appears for the first time in print in this volume
includes out of the depths performed in philadelphia in 1990 the last version was a 1990 video of the
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staged workshop performance the play was reconstructed for this collection by rena potok and david
bassuk the play s director and co creator based on the video and on the final rehearsal script sins of the
father the carnival and the gallery performed in philadelphia in 1990 adapted from scenes in chaim
potok s novels the promise and my name is asher lev the play of lights performed in philadelphia in
1992 adapted from chaim potok s novel the book of lights the chosen premiered in 1999 and performed
widely since then adapted from the novel of the same name into a play by chaim potok and aaron posner
this volume contains the most recent authorized version of the play

Chaim Potok 2015-09-22
chaim potok was a world class writer and scholar a conservative jew who wrote from and about his
tradition and the conflicts between observance and acculturation with a plain straightforward style his
novels were set against the moral spiritual and intellectual currents of the twentieth century this
collection aims to widen the lens through which we read chaim potok and to establish him as an
authentic american writer who created unforgettable characters forging american identities for
themselves while retaining their jewish nature the essays illuminate the central struggle in potok s
novels which results from a profound desire to reconcile the appeal of modernity with the pull of
traditional judaism the volume includes a memoir by adena potok and ends with chaim potok s my life
as a writer a speech he gave at penn state in 1982 aside from the editor the contributors are victoria
aarons nathan p devir jane eisner susanne klingenstein s lillian kremer jessica lang sanford e marovitz
kathryn mcclymond hugh nissenson adena potok and jonathan rosen

Chaim Potok 1996
artikelen over de amerikaans joodse schrijver 1929

Chaim Potok 1986
a discussion of the historical context as well as a close critical reading further enhances the
understanding the appreciation of each work book jacket

The Chosen by Chaim Potok | Summary & Study Guide
2000-09-30
the story of two fathers and two sons and the pressures on all of them to pursue the religion they share
in the way that is best suited to each and as the boys grow into young men they discover in the other a
lost spiritual brother and a link to an unexplored world that neither had ever considered before in effect
they exchange places and find the peace that neither will ever retreat from again

Chaim Potok 2022-01-11
in a passionate energetic narrative the promise brilliantly dramatizes what it is to master and use
knowledge to make one s own way in the world reuven malter lives in brooklyn he s in love and he s
studying to be a rabbi he also keeps challenging the strict interpretations of his teachers and if he keeps
it up his dream of becoming a rabbi may die one day worried about a disturbed unhappy boy named
michael reuven takes him sailing and cloud watching reuven also introduces him to an old friend danny
saunders now a psychologist with a growing reputation reconnected by their shared concern for
michael reuven and danny each learns what it is to take on life whether sacred truths or a troubled
child according to his own lights not just established authority

The Chosen 2012-09-12
chaim potok writes powerfully about the suffering of innocent people caught in the cross fire of a war
they cannot begin to understand humanity and compassion for his characters leap from every page san
francisco chronicle as the chinese and the army of the north sweep south during the korean war an old
peasant farmer and his wife flee their village across the bleak bombed out landscape they soon come
upon a boy in a ditch who is wounded and unconscious stirred by possessiveness and caring the woman
refuses to leave the boy behind the man thinks she is crazy to nurse this boy to risk their lives for some
dying stranger angry and bewildered he waits for the boy to die and when the boy does not die the old
man begins to believe that the boy possesss a magic upon which all their lives depend
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The Promise 1978
david lurie learns that all beginnings are hard he must fight for his place against the bullies in his
depression shadowed bronx neighborhood and his own frail health as a young man he must start anew
and define his own path of personal belief that diverges sharply with his devout father and everything
he has been taught from the paperback edition

Wanderings 2010-04-28
national bestseller in this modern classic from the national book award nominated author of the chosen
a young religious artist is compulsively driven to render the world he sees and feels even when it leads
him to blasphemy a novel of finely articulated tragic power little short of a work of genius the new york
times book review asher lev is a ladover hasid who keeps kosher prays three times a day and believes in
the ribbono shel olom the master of the universe he grows up in a cloistered hasidic community in
postwar brooklyn a world suffused by ritual and revolving around a charismatic rebbe he is torn
between two identities the one consecrated to god the other devoted only to art and his imagination and
in time his artistic gift threatens to estrange him from that world and the parents he adores as it follows
his struggle my name is asher lev becomes a luminous visionary portrait of the artist by turns
heartbreaking and exultant

I Am the Clay 1982-09
from the celebrated author of the chosen and my name is asher lev a trilogy of related novellas about a
woman whose life touches three very different men stories that encompass some of the profoundest
themes of the twentieth century ilana davita dinn is the listener to whom three men relate their lives as
a young girl she offers english lessons to a teenage survivor of the camps in the ark builder he shares
with her the story of his friendship with a proud old builder of synagogue arks and what happened when
the german army invaded their polish town as a graduate student she finds herself escorting a guest
lecturer from the soviet union and in the war doctor her sympathy moves him to put his painful past to
paper recounting his experiences as a soviet nkvd agent who was saved by an idealistic doctor during
the russian civil war only to encounter him again during the terrifying period of the kremlin doctors plot
and finally we meet her in the trope teacher in which a distinguished professor of military history trying
to write his memoirs is distracted by his wife s illness and by the arrival next door of a new neighbor the
famous writer i d ilana davita chandal poignant and profound chaim potok s newest fiction is a major
addition to his remarkable and remarkably loved body of work

In the Beginning 2009-07-01
remarkable a wonderful story the boston globe the father is a high ranking communist officer a jew who
survived stalin s purges the son is a refusenik who risked his life and happiness to protest everything
his father held dear now chaim potok beloved author of the award winning novels the chosen and my
name is asher lev unfolds the gripping true story of a father a son and a conflict that spans soviet
history drawing on taped interviews and his harrowing visits to russia potok traces the public and
privates lives of the slepak family their passions and ideologies their struggles to reconcile their
identities as russians and as jews their willingness to fight and die for diametrically opposed political
beliefs a vivid account potok brings a novelist s passion and eye for detail to a gripping story that
possesses many of the elements of fiction except that it s all too true san francisco chronicle

My Name Is Asher Lev 2008-12-30
gershon loran a quiet rabinical student is troubled by the dark reality around him he sees hope in the
study of kabbalah the jewish book of mysticism and visions truth and light but to gershon s friend arthur
light means something else the atom bomb his father helped create both men seek different a refuge in
a foreign place hoping for the same thing

Old Men at Midnight 2010-02-24
chaim potok was a world class writer and scholar a conservative jew who wrote from and about his
tradition and the conflicts between observance and acculturation with a plain straightforward style his
novels were set against the moral spiritual and intellectual currents of the twentieth century this
collection aims to widen the lens through which we read chaim potok and to establish him as an
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authentic american writer who created unforgettable characters forging american identities for
themselves while retaining their jewish nature the essays illuminate the central struggle in potok s
novels which results from a profound desire to reconcile the appeal of modernity with the pull of
traditional judaism the volume includes a memoir by adena potok and ends with chaim potok s my life
as a writer a speech he gave at penn state in 1982 aside from the editor the contributors are victoria
aarons nathan p devir jane eisner susanne klingenstein s lillian kremer jessica lang sanford e marovitz
kathryn mcclymond hugh nissenson adena potok and jonathan rosen

The Gates of November 2021-05-04
powerful it successfully recreates a time and place and the journey of a soul the new york times all
beginnings are hard that is the lesson david lurie learns early and painfully in his life as a boy in the
depression shadowed bronx he must begin to hold his own against neighborhood bullies and the
treacherous frailties of his own health as a young man in a world menaced by a distant horrifying war
he must begin once more this time to define a resolute path of personal belief that departs boldly from
the tradition of his teachers and his own father a courageous defender of their people learning how to
remember his past as he nourishes the future david struggles to complete his first long journey into
ancient beginnings a major work in every sense pittsburgh press

The Book of Lights 2015-09-22
an in depth study of the eight major novels by renowned jewish american writer chaim potok

Chaim Potok 2010-02-17
a study guide for chaim potok s the chosen excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for students this
concise study guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions
historical context suggestions for further reading and much more for any literature project trust novels
for students for all of your research needs

In the Beginning 2002-09-30
for davita chandal growing up in new york in the 1930s and 40s is an experience of indescribable joy
and unfathomable sadness her loving parents both fervent radicals fill her with the fiercely bright hope
for a new better world but the deprivations of war and the depression take their ruthless toll and davita
unexpectedly finds in the jewish faith that her mother had long ago abandoned both a solace to her
questioning inner pain and a test of her budding spirit of independence to her life s elusive possibilities
for happiness for fulfillment for decency become as real and resonant as the music of the small harp
that hangs on her door welcoming all guests with its sweet gentle tones praise for davita s harp rich
enchanting chaim potok s bravest book the new york times book review it is an enormous pleasure to
sink into such a rich solidly written novel the reader knows from the first few pages that he is in the
hands of a sure professional who won t let him down people engrossing filled with a host of richly drawn
characters potok is a master storyteller chicago tribune gripping and intriguing a well told tale that
needed telling the philadelphia inquirer

Chaim Potok 2015-09-15
天才少女五嶋みどりを 松葉杖の神童パールマンを見いだし 世界の小澤と親交を深め 危機のカーネギーホールを救った男 アイザック スターン その天才少年時代から華やかな全盛期 そして衰えを
感じはじめた老年期までを赤裸々に語った魂の書 音楽ファンだけでなく 人間を愛するすべての人々に贈る渾身の1冊

A Study Guide for Chaim Potok's The Chosen 2010-03-10
extraordinary no one but chaim potok could have written this strangely sweet compelling and deeply
felt novel the cleveland plain dealer in his powerful my name is asher lev chaim potok gave the world an
unforgettable character and a timeless story that the new york times book review hailed as little short
of a work of genius the chicago sun times declared it a story that had to be told now chaim potok s
beloved character returns to learn to teach to dream in the gift of asher lev twenty years have passed
asher lev is a world renowned artist living with his young family in france still he is unsure of his artistic
direction success has not brought ease to his heart then asher s beloved uncle dies suddenly and asher
and his family rush back to brooklyn and into a world that asher thought he had left behind forever it is
a journey of confrontation and discovery as asher purges his past in search of new inspiration for his art
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and begins to understand the true meaning of sacrifice and the painful joy in sharing the most precious
gift of all praise for the gift of asher lev a masterwork newsday rivals anything chaim potok has ever
produced it is a book written with passion about passion you re not likely to read anything better this
year the detroit news fascinating the washington post book world very moving the philadelphia inquirer

Davita's Harp 2011-04
1869年 帆船チャンセラー号は アメリカからイギリスに向けて航行中 予期せぬことから 大規模な火災を起こす 鎮火の努力もむなしく船は沈没 生き残った乗客と乗組員は筏に乗り込み 漂流
を始めるが 自然の猛威 飢えと渇き そして フランスの軍艦で実際に起きた事件をモデルとしつつ 極限状況における人間ドラマとして 迫真の筆致で描き尽くした傑作

アイザック・スターン 2010-03-24
a baseball injury precipitates a friendship between two boys from hasidic and zionist families

The Gift of Asher Lev 2009-04
for use in schools and libraries only a baseball injury precipitates a friendship between two boys from
hasidic and zionist families

チャンセラー号の筏 1985-06-01
a study guide for chaim potok s davita s harp excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for students this
concise study guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions
historical context suggestions for further reading and much more for any literature project trust novels
for students for all of your research needs

The Chosen 2015
a study guide for chaim potok s my name is asher lev excerpted from gale s acclaimed novels for
students this concise study guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography study
questions historical context suggestions for further reading and much more for any literature project
trust novels for students for all of your research needs

A Study Guide for Chaim Potok's The Chosen 1967
twenty years have passed asher lev is a world renowned artist living with his young family in france still
he is unsure of his artistic direction success has not brought ease to his heart then asher s beloved
uncle dies suddenly and asher and his family rush back to brooklyn and into a world that asher thought
he had left behind forever

The Chosen 2016-06-29
the story my name is asher lev follows the journey of a young jewish painter torn between his hassidic
upbringing and his desperate need to fulfill his artistic promise when his artistic genius threatens to
destroy his relationship with his paren

A Study Guide for Chaim Potok's "Davita's Harp" 1994
remarkable a wonderful story the boston globe the father is a high ranking communist officer a jew who
survived stalin s purges the son is a refusenik who risked his life and happiness to protest everything
his father held dear now chaim potok beloved author of the award winning novels the chosen and my
name is asher lev unfolds the gripping true story of a father a son and a conflict that spans soviet
history drawing on taped interviews and his harrowing visits to russia potok traces the public and
privates lives of the slepak family their passions and ideologies their struggles to reconcile their
identities as russians and as jews their willingness to fight and die for diametrically opposed political
beliefs a vivid account potok brings a novelist s passion and eye for detail to a gripping story that
possesses many of the elements of fiction except that it s all too true san francisco chronicle from the
trade paperback edition
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Discussion Notes on Chaim Potok's The Gift of Asher Lev
2016-06-29
criticism of holocaust literature is an emerging field of inquiry and as might be expected the most
innovative work has been concentrated on the vanguard of european and israeli holocaust literature
now that american fiction has amassed an impressive and provocative holocaust canon the time is
propitious for its evaluation witness through the imagination presents a critical reading of themes and
stylistic strategies of major american holocaust fiction to determine its capacity to render the prelude
progress and aftermath of the holocaust the unifying critical approach is the textual explication of
themes and literary method occasional comparative references to international holocaust literature and
a discussion of extra literary holocaust sources that have influenced the creative writers treatment of
the holocaust universe

A Study Guide for Chaim Potok's "My Name Is Asher Lev" 1990
for sixty four years isaac stern has been a great and greatly loved performing artist famous for his
profound music making his gusto for life his passionate dedication to sharing his knowledge and wisdom
with younger musicians and his determination in a good cause stern is after all the man who saved
carnegie hall indeed there is no more revered musician in the world than isaac stern revered not only as
a great violinist but as a warm and generous personality and as a crucial figure and spokesperson in the
world of the arts brought to america from russia when he was ten months old stern grew up in san
francisco and was quickly recognized as an extraordinary talent he began performing publicly while still
very young and was soon touring across the country and around the world his fame escalated when he
led the fight to save carnegie hall and again when he was the subject of the academy award winning
documentary film from mao to mozart in this book he shares with us both his personal and his artistic
experiences the story of his rise to eminence his feelings about music and the violin his rich emotional
life his great friendships and collaborations with colleagues such as leonard bernstein and pablo casals
his background as an ardent supporter of israel his ideas and beliefs about art life love and the world
we live in at seventy nine stern s mind his wit and his spirit are as strong as ever and they are conveyed
to us in the most sympathetic and articulate way by chaim potok the two men spent a year talking and
sharing their perceptions and the result is a book in which stern s voice comes through with complete
conviction andpersuasiveness the man on the page is the musician and humanitarian we have loved and
admired for so long here is the most readable and revealing musical autobiography of the decade

The Gift of Asher Lev 2010
the original cliffsnotes study guides offer expert commentary on major themes plots characters literary
devices and historical background cliffsnotes on the chosen reveals the condition of american jews
living in two cultures one secular and one religious in his classic novel author chaim potok is describing
not only the lives of the characters but his own life as well with this study guide you ll be able to walk a
mile in the shoes of a jewish american of the 1940s you ll also gain insight into the life of potok and
historical influences on this novel other features that help you study include character analyses of major
players a character map that graphically illustrates the relationships among the characters critical
essays review questions and suggested writing topics discussion of the firm version of the novel and
how it compares to the original work classic literature or modern modern day treasure you ll
understand it all with expert information and insight from cliffsnotes study guides

My Name is Asher Lev 1998-05-13

The Gates of November 1989

Witness Through the Imagination 1999

My First 79 Years 2007-08-20
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CliffsNotes on Potok's The Chosen 2002

Chaim Potok and Jewish-American Culture
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